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Algebraic Theory of Discrete Optimal Control 
for Single-variable Systems I 
Preliminaries 
VLADIMIR KUCERA 
A new unifying approach to the optimal control of discrete linear constant systems is proposed. 
The approach is based exclusively on algebraic properties of polynomials and'is believed to be 
conceptually simpler and computationally superior to existing methods. Moreover, it applies 
to systems over an arbitrary field. 
The whole paper is divided into three parts appearing separately. Part I (Preliminaries) estab-
lishes some basic results regarding polynomials and Diophantine equations. It also gives a rigo-
rous definition of the systems to be investigated. 
Part II (Open-Loop Control) is a systematic treatment of the theory of optimal open-loop 
control problems. Two time optimal criteria as well as the least squares problem are discussed. 
At the end the effect of disturbances upon the open-loop control and some computational aspects 
are briefly mentioned. 
Part III (Closed-Loop Control) is devoted to the most common control scheme. The same 
criteria are discussed together with the pole assignment problem and a comparison is made with 
the open-loop control. Again, the effect of disturbances on the optimal system performance is 
considered. 
The theory to be developed in the tripaper applies to single-variable systems only. A natural 
generalization to multivariable systems will be considered in a future paper. 
INTRODUCTION 
There are two principal schemes used to solve control problems, namely, the 
open-loop and the closed-loop configurations. 
The open-loop optimal control problem consists in the following. Given a system * 
generate a control « which causes the system output y to follow a given reference 
signal w in a prescribed way. This configuration is shown in Fig. 1. We point out that 
this control is of feedforward type, i.e., no attempt is made to neutralize the effect 
of disturbances. 
In contrast, the closed-loop optimal control problem considered here is the fol-
lowing. Given a system s, find such a controller r feeded by the error signal e that 
the output y of the system follows a given reference signal w in a prescribed manner 
(see Fig. 2). This configuration is of feedback type, i.e., it counteracts possible 
disturbances in the control loop. 
The open-loop control problem is the simplest and basic one and we dispose 
of it in the forthcomming Part II. The closed-loop control problem will be fully dis­
cussed in Part III of the tripaper. 
Fig. 1. Open-Loop Control System. 
Complexity of these problems depends heavily upon the prescribed optimality 
criterion. There are two basic criteria which make the problem treatable for linear 
discrete systems, namely, the time optimal control problem and the least squares 
control problem. Loosely speaking, in the former problem we are to zero e and pos­
sibly u as fast as possible, while in the latter problem we are to minimize a quadratic 
functional involving e and possibly u. 
In either problem we have to ensure stability for e and u. Otherwise the results 
would be of limited engineering relevance. 
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1 Fig. 2. Closed-Loop Control System. 
The current trend in solving the above problems is to use either frequency — 
domain (z-transform) or time-domain (state space) approach. The former approach 
[1], [8], [9] transforms the essentially time-domain problem into the language 
of functions of a complex variable. This simplifies and visualizes the manipulations 
but requires a rather advanced mathematical tool (the z-transform theory, contour 
integration, the residue theorem, the theory of analytic functions, etc.) to lend mathe­
matical respectability to those methods. Moreover, we are not able to give a rigorous 
definition of a system within this framework since we are confined to input-output 
properties. Further, this theory does not apply to finite automata. 
On the other hand, the latter approach [3], [4], [7] introduces the idea of state, 
thus making an exact definition of a system possible. It works solely in the time 
domain and profits from the theory of differential equations in matrix form. Finite 
automata are accounted for. However, a control engineer may be disappointed. 
The state of a system is an abstract entity and frequently not accessible in a real 
system. Another objection involves computational aspects since the matrices often 
convey a good deal of superfluous structural information. 
In contrast to both methods we can characterize the approach presented here 
as an algebraic one. It reflects the most recent trend in linear system theory. It com-
bines the advantages of both previous methods, namely, it is conceptually simple, 
requires no advanced mathematical machinery (the optimal problems are solved 
even without any appeal to the calculus of variations), applies to discrete linear 
constant systems over an arbitrary field, and finally it yields effective and unified 
computational algorithms. 
This approach introduces the concept of state just to define a system. For the 
control purposes we work only with the input —output responses viewed as abstract 
polynomials or formal power series. The synthesis procedure for all problems consists 
in solving a simple Diophantine equation in polynomials, whereby reducing mathe-
matical complexity as much as possible and forming a neat and coherent whole. 
POLYNOMIALS AND FORMAL POWER SERIES 
We first introduce several modern algebraic notions [4], [5], [10]. 
A set © in which two laws of composition are given, the first written additively 
and the second multiplicatively, is called a (commutative) ring if the following 
axioms hold. 
A0 (Consistency): a, b e © implies a + b e ©. 
A, (Associativity): a, b, c e © implies a + (b + c) = (a + b) + c. 
A2 (Commutativity): a, b e © implies a + b = b + a. 
A3 (Zero element): a e ©, there exists 0 e © such that 0 + a = a. 
A4 (Additive inverse): a e ©, there exists — a e © such that -a + a = 0. 
M0 (Consistency): a, b e © implies ab e ©. 
Ml (Associativity): a, b, c e © implies a(bc) = (ab) c. 
M2 (Commutativity): a, b e © implies ab = ba. 
M3 (Identity element): a e ©, there exists 1 e © such that \a = a. 
D (Distributivity): a, b, c e © implies a(b + c) = ab + ac. 
If an element e 6 © has a multiplicative inverse, we call e a unit of ©. If every 
nonzero element of © has a multiplicative inverse, 
M4 (Multiplicative inverse): a e ©, a =t= 0, there exists a'
1 e © such that a~xa = 1, 
then © is called a field. 
For example, the set 3 of integers constitute a ring, while the rationals £}, reals 
SR and complex numbers £ all form fields. The set 3 P of residue classes of integers 
modulo a prime is an example of a finite field. 
It is seen that division is the only nontrivial operation in a ring. If a, b e ©, b 4= 0, 
we say that b divides a, and write b | a, if there exists a c e © such that a = be. 
For a, b e ©, a greatest common divisor of a and b is an element d e ©, denoted 
by (a, b), which is defined as follows: 9 7 
(i) d | a , d | b , 
(ii) c e (5 , c | a , c\b implies c\d . 
The greatest common divisor is uniquely determined up to units in (5. 
If (a, b) = 1 modulo units of ©, the elements a, b e (5 are said to be relatively 
prime. 
Given a field g, we shall consider sequences 
a = {a0, a., ..., a„} , afc 6 5 , n < oo . 
If a„ =t= 0, then n is the degree of a denoted as da. We define 5a = — 1 for a = 0. 
If a and fo, 
b = {p0,pu...,pm}, pke%,m<co, 
belong to the set of all such sequences, we define 
(1) a + b = {y0,yi,...}, 
(2) ab ={S0,5lf...} 
where 
7k = <*k + Pk> 3k= £ <*tPj • 
i+j=k 
Then the set becomes a ring. 
Define 
C = {o, i,o, . . . ,o} , 
then 
C* = {0, . . . ,0,1,0, ...,0} 
with 1 at the fe-th position, and we can write 
a = a0 + ajC + .. . + a„C". 
That is why this ring is referred to as the ring of polynomials over g in the inde-
terminate C and will be denoted by 5[C]-
The abstract algebraic construction above is to emphasize that we regard a poly-
nomial as an algebraic object, not as a function of a complex variable. A polynomial 
is simply an alternate way of viewing finite sequences in g, the indeterminate C being 
a position-marker. 
The units of g[C] are polynomials of zero degree, which are viewed as isomorphic 
with g. 
98 Similarly, a. formal power series over g in the indeterminate C is an infinite sequence 
a = {a0,aucc2, . . . } ' , <xk e g , 
which we denote formally as 
a = a0 + «iC + a2C
2 + . . . . 
Formal power series are a ring, denoted by 5[[C]], if we define addition and multipli-
cation as in (1) and (2). Observe that (2) is equivalent to convolution of sequences. 
It is also clear that 5[C] is a subring of «5[[C]]-
The greatest common divisor of two polynomials a, be 5[C] is effectively deter-
mined through the euclidean algorithm. Write 
(3) a = qtb + rt , drt < db, 
b = q2rt + r2 , Br2 < drL, 
rx = q3r2 + r3, dr3 < dr2 , 
r„-2 = q„r„-i-
We note that all qt and rt are uniquely determined and the algorithm terminates 
when r„ = 0. 
Then (a, b) = r„_! to within a unit of g[C]-
DIOPHANTINE EQUATIONS IN POLYNOMIALS 
Consider the equation 
(4) ax + by — c 
for unknowns x, y e g[C] and given polynomials a, b, ce %[(]• By analogy with 
a similar equation in integers [2], [6], we shall call (4) a Diophantine equation. 
Any pair x, y satisfying (4) will be called a solution. A particular solution of (4) 
can be found by guessing the degrees of x and y and equating the coefficients of like 
powers of (. However; this is ineffective and not very appealing. The solvability 
criterion as well as the general solution is given below. 
Theorem I. Equation (4) has a solution if and only if (a, b) \c. 
If xo- Jo is a particular solution of (4), then all solutions are of the form 
(5) x = X o + > t , 
{a,b) 
where t is an arbitrary polynomial of 3[C]-
We can obtain 
(6) x 0 = ( - l ) " z „ _ Ч - i ' (a,b) Z"' 
yQ = (-1)" W „ _ 1 , — — - = W„ , 
r„-i (a, b) 
where w„_i, w„ and z„_i, z„ are given via the recurrent equations 
(7) w0 = 1 , Wj = gi , w_ = g_w__i + wk_2 , 
z 0 = 0 , zi = 1 , z_ = g_z__j + z__2 , 
k = 2, 3, ..., n ; 
.he gi, g2, ..., g„ and r„_! come from the euclidean algorithm (3) for (a, b). 
Proof. We rewrite (4) into the matrix form 
[a, b] Vx~\ = c . 
J. 
By the euclidean algorithm, 
[a,b]V 1, 0 1 - t r . J ] , 
[>- .*][" 1' - . 2 l = [ r i , r 2 ] , 
[ r 1 ) r 2 ] r 1, 0 1 = [r 3 , r 2 ] " " > . 
>\\ ••-., . 
[r„-i,r„-2]r i, - g „ l = [ r „ _ ! , 0 ] , n even , 
L 0, 1 J 
[r„_ 2,r„_ 1]r 1, O i r o , 11 
L-€_5 1 JL-, o j , nodd . 







r i, o - i . r . „ -z0-i 
L . - - 1 . 1 J l _ - w i . w o J 
[ z „ - i , -z„-2~|r i , - - * i _ _ r zk-u-Zk~\ -w_-i. w--2JL o. i j L-w--i. w J ' 
r - „ _ , , - . _ i r i, o i r zk+l,-zki 
L-w*-i. ** JL-o_+i, i j l-wk+1, wky 
k = 2, 3, ..., n - 1. 
[a,_]e = [r„_1;0] 
["(-I)" -„->,(-!)- z.l 
Eh 
[г_-i,0] = c , 
r „ - i 
( e g[C] arbitrary . 
It follows that a solution of (4) exists if and only if r„_j = [a, b) divides c; then (8) 
results in (5) and (6). • 
Remark 1. The euclidean algorithm also yields the finite continued fraction 
expansion for ajb, viz. 
- - . , + = df [_1, .2, ••..«„]• 
92 + 




= [qx,q2, .... _ _ ] , l _ _ f c _ _ n , 
is called the fc-th convergent to \qx, q2,..., __.], see [2] and [6]. In particular, 
w„ = a/r„__ and z„ = fc/r„__. 
As in [6], we can arrange the steps of solving (4) into the table below: 
(9) a Ъ rx 
<?1 І2 
1 _i w2 





In applications we often seek for a particular solution x, j> such that the degree 
of one polynomial, say Jc, is minimal. For this purpose we rewrite (5) and (6) as 
x = x0 + z„. 




*o = <?oz„ + '"o . дr0 < <3z„ • 
x = r0 + z„(q0 + t) , 
У = Уo - WJ 
x = r0, 
Ў = Уo + w„<?o 
is uniquely determined by setting t = — q0. 
Two examples are included to demonstrate how Theorem 1 works. 
Example 1. Let 5 = Q and solve the equation 
C3x + (l - C) y = l - C2 + C3 • 
Expressions (3) and (7) result in the table 
C3 l - C 1 
- l - C - C 2 l - C 
l - l - C - C 2 c 3 
o l l - C -
102 Since r„_ l = 1 , the equation has a solution and all solutions are given via (5), (6) as follows 
x = 1 - C2 + C3 + (1 - C) t, 
y = i + c +i:
5 -c3t, 
where / s Q[f] arbitrary. 
The solution induced by the condition Bx = min is obtained by computing q0 = — £
2, r0 = 1: 
X = 1 , 
y = 1 + C 
Example 2. As a second example consider the equation 
(i - c)2 x + (c2 - o-5c3) y = ^-e 
over the field 91. 
The table becomes 
1 - 2C + C2 C2 - 0-5C3 1 - 2C + C2 0.5C 1 
0 - 0-5C - 4 + 2C 0-5C 
1 0 1 - 4 + 2C 1 - 2C + C2 
0 1 - 0-5C 1 + 2C - C2 C2 - 0-5C3 
Since rn_x = 1, the equation has a solution and, generally, 
x = C + C2 - 3C3 + C4 + (C2 - 0-5C3) t, 
y = 4C - 6C2 + 2C3 - (1 - 2C + C2) t. 
The t is again an arbitrary polynomial of 9l[C]-
Imposing the condition 8x = min, we obtain q0 = 2 — 2C, r0 = 4' — C
2, a n d hence 
x = c - c 2 , 
j> = 2 - 2C • 
Notice that it may well happen that (x, y) is not a unit. 
N O T A T I O N C O N V E N T I O N 
Let 
m e g[C] , 
w = Mo + MiC + ••• + MnC", 
a n d let dm = n > 0. 
Then we define* the reciprocal polynomial of m, denoted by m~ or m, as 
m = fi0C + Hit"'
1 + . . . + JV 
It is obvious that dm — dm, the equality sign holding if and only if (£, m) = 1. 
Further 
(10) £em(m)~ = fmm , 
(m^m^y = m^m.2 . 
We also consider the factorization 
m = m~m+ , m~, m+ e g[C] 
where m+ is a stable polynomial of largest degree. These factors are unique to 
within units in S5[C], m = m~e~lem+. Note that if gf = £1, then generally m~, 
m+ e 9t[£]. However, since the rationals are everywhere dense in the reals, they 
both can be approximated by m~, m+ e Q[£] with any desired accuracy. 
Further let** 
m* = m~ m+ . 
It follows that 
£~m' mm = CSm m* m* . 
The m* is stable if and only if m~ is stable. Note also that dm* ^ dm where the 
equality sign holds if and only if (£, m) = 1. If ~; = £} then m* does not generally 
exist in Q[ ( ] . 
It is also useful to define 
<m> = Ho . 
In words, <. > extracts the absolute term of a polynomial. 
Further consider a formal power series p e g[[C]] which is a ratio of two poly-
nomials I, m e 3[C]» 
P = — = 7T0 + %£ + ~ii~ +.... 
m 
Then the reciprocal series p~ is defined by 
I V ] ^ m 
mC 
ľ - i 
* If 5 = ~, then m = Ji0C + ~iC~
l + ••• + ^n> where ~k is the complex conjugate of fik. 
** For typographical reasons, the symbols m~, m*, etc. are used in place of (m~)~, (m*) . 
etc. throughout all parts of the tripaper. 
104 and it can be formally written as 
p~ = n0 + TCJC
-1 + n2C
2 + ••• • 
Also 
<p> = n0 . 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
By a system we shall essentially mean a discrete, constant, linear system. However, 
a formal definition is necessary [4]. 
Let 
ST = time set = 3 = (ordered) set of integers, 
<H = input values = gm = vector space of m-tuples over a field %, 
<W = output values = 55', 
3C = state space = 5". 
Then a finite dimensional, discrete, constant, linear, m-input, 1-output system 
over a field $f is a triple {A, B, C} of homomorphisms 
A:3T -+%, 
C:& -><&, defining the equations 
xk+1 = Axfc + But 
yk = Cx*, 
where k e F, x e SC, u e %, y e <&. 
The n is dimension of the system. 
We shall not usually make a distinction between A, B, and C as homomorphisms 
or as matrices representing these homomorphisms with respect to a given basis. 
Throughout the tripaper we shall adopt the following assumptions. 
(11) The system is canonical, i.e., 




This actually means that the system is assumed to be completely reachable 
and completely observable [3], [4]. 
(12) m = I = 1, that is, we consider single-input single-output systems (single-
variable systems) only. 
Our definition covers a fairly large class of systems. In particular, if 5 = 9?, 
the reals, we have sampled-data systems or intrinsically discrete systems in the usual 
sense. If g = 3P> the residue classes of integers modulo a prime, wc have a finite 
automaton. 
A polynomial 
a = a0 + a iC + .. . + a p £
p e g [ C ] 
is said to be the annihilating polynomial of a matrix A if 
a0A
p + a .A" - 1 + . . . + apI = 0 
and no polynomial of less degree has this property. Observe that the annihilating 
polynomial is unique modulo units in 5[C]-
We shall see that the annihilating polynomial makes it possible to obtain a poly-
nomial description of a system. 
Let 
°o = 0 , 
ak = C A
f c l B , fe= 1,2,. . . 
and denote 
s = a0 + aji + (T2C
2 + ... • 
Actually, {a0, au ...} is the impulse response of the system {A, B, C}. Further set 
d = min {k : ak + 0} . 
k 
We recognize that d is the discrete-time delay of the system and that d > 0 by 
definition. 
Now introduce a polynomial b e g[C] such that 
(.3) - 2 . 
a 
Observe that (b, Q = 1 in (13). 
If g = SR or 3f = £, it is customary to call tfbja the transfer function of the 
system. We shall use the same terminology, but remember that for us this is not 
a function of a complex variable. 
It is well-known [4] that the transfer function (13) characterizes the system com-
pletely if and only if the system is canonical. This is equivalent to the condition 
(a, c*ft) = i ; 
which will be assumed throughout. In view of (11), therefore, we can use the transfer 
function to rigorously describe a system. 
To obtain the dimension n of the system, observe that 
s = CC(I - CA)"1 B 
and 
s~ = C ( a - A ) - X B . 
The n is the degree of the characteristic polynomial of A, which appears as the deno-
minator in s". By definition 
f?b\~ = gC
a" 
J " a^d» 
and let / = max {d£db - da, 0}. Then n = 1 + da provided the system is canonical. 
Condition (11) might seem too restrictive. However, this is not the case since the 
control problems for a noncanonical system become either trivial or meaningless [4]. 
A system {A, B, C} is defined to be stable if 
Ak -> 0 for k -> oo 
or if a, the annihilating polynomial of A, is stable. 
Hence a compatible definition of a stable polynomial is as follows. A polynomial 
a £ 3f[C] is stable if the sequence obtained by long division of l/o into ascending 
powers of ( has the form 
and approaches zero, i.e., 
õ0 + 5,Ç + ð2C
2 + ... 
0 for k -* oo . 
Note that if (a, () + 1, the a is not stable as l/o does not attain the form required. 
If the ground field is Q, 9. or C, we encounter both stable and unstable polynomials. 
The situation is different, however, if g = 3P - A careful analysis shows that no 
polynomial in 3P[C] is stable save the units of 3P[Q-
The reader will have noticed that our system description involves the polynomials 
of 5[C] rather than those of g [z ] , £ = z~l. Although the latter approach has become 
traditional in the literature, we find it more convenient to work with the indeter-
minate £. In doing so we bypass many difficulties regarding causality of the optimal 
system being synthesized. 
Inasmuch as the reference input may also be viewed as a response of a system, 107 
we identify w with a ratio of two relatively prime polynomials of 5[C], 
, . • : . = •• • n. = i , • • . - ; , 
p 
for which (p, Q = 1. A similar identification can be done for « and e. 
For further reference, let (a, p) = w and 
(14) a = a0w , 
P = wp0. 
CONCLUSIONS 
This paper is the first part of a tripaper on the algebraic theory of discrete optimal 
control for single-variable systems. Our aim here was to establish the mathematical 
machinery for defining a system and solving various optimal control problems. 
Specifically, we have defined abstract polynomials and formal power series and have 
shown how to solve Diophantine equations in polynomials. 
In the two remaining parts the open-loop and the closed-loop optimal control 
problems will be discussed. 
(Received June 30, 1972.) 
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